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ABSTRACT 

Cross-waves generated by an oscillating wavemaker in a rectangular \\"<\\'(, 

tank are examined w~pn two or more modes are simultaneously unstable. Thl' 

partial differential equations governing the evolution of the complex amplitude of 

inviscid cross-waves are shown to be two coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equations 

with transverse modulations. Energy dissipation in the system is taken into accollnt 

by the inclusion of a linear viscous damping term into the amplitude equations. 

A linearized stability analysis is performed on these equations to determine 

the critical modes, the growth rates and the stability curves. A center manifold 

analysis is used to reduce the PDE's to a system of ODE's in the neighborhood of 

a codimension two point where two adjacent spanwise modes are simultaneoll~ly 

nearly marginal. 

Four possible steady states of the system are found, one of which is a Illixed 

mode state. A Hopf bifurcation from the mixed mode is prf'dicted for a certain re

gion of the parameter plane, suggesting the possibilty of energy interchange betwcell 

the two modes. The stability of the Hopf bifurcation is determined by studying it 

fifth order problem, where the quintic contributions mme from the higher mO<!t's 

as well as the perturbations of damping and detuning. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to Subharmonic Resonance of Cross-waves 
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The equation for undamped forced motion of a mass m on a spring of spring 

constant k undergoing displacement x can be written, after multiplication by the 

veloci ty i as 

m(x)2/2 + kx2/2 = J F(t)idt 

where the dots denote derivatives with respect to time t, and F( t) is the forcillg. 

Here, the forcing F is applied directly to the mass. Note that the term on the left 

hand side is the total energy, kinetic plus potential, of the system. The integrand 

on the right hand side can be interpreted as the rate of work done on the system. 

This integral will be a maximum if the phase difference between the force and the 

velocity is zero. This then implies that the steady state response is at the forciIlg 

frequency. 

If the forcing is applied by periodic displacenlf'nt of the pivot point, theIl 

the equation of motion may be written 

m i + k x (1 + , cos( (7 t )) = (). 

where, is a parameter which controls the amplitude of tht> forcing and a IS tilt' 

forcing frequency. On multiplying by i and integrating 

m( X)2 /2 + kx 2 /2 = -,k J xx cos( at )dt. 

If x is sinusoidal. say x = sin(wt). then x 2 = (1 - cos(2 .... :t))/2. and steady ~tiltt' 

response is at 

"";=(7/2. 

that is, at half the forcing frequency. Note from the right h,uld sid!' that tilt' fOlcill!.!, 

is now in phase with the potential energy. So we can write 

RH 5::::: P.E . • jorcl1lg. 
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The classical example of parametric resonance is that of the pendulum forc'l'd 

by raising and lowering its pivot point. In this case the argument given abo\"(' still 

applies. However. the "phase" to be used is now the distance of the mass above a 

datum level. This phase gives the increase and decrease of the potential energy of 

the system. In each cycle the mass rises above the datum level twice. once as it 

swings to the right and once to the left. The long time response is , once again. 

when the forcing is applied in phase with the potential energy, that is, at twice the 

frequency of oscillation. 

Considering now standmg waves in a fluid of depth h. (d. Longupt-Higgings 

and Vrsell 1948), the first order free-surface displacement for a standing wave is 

'7 = acos(27rx/'\)cos(wt). 

where a is the amplitude of the wave, ,\ is the wave length. and .... : IS here til(' 

frequency of the motion. The potential energy per wavelength is known to be 

P.E. = '\pga 2
( 1 + cos(2wt) 1/2. 

The time variation in P.E. leads to a periodic variation is prcssllfc. at frpC/w'Ilcy 

2w, throughout the depth of the fluid. So. the maximum work into the systf'm will 

be when there is an imposed motion which is in phase with this force (pt'r IlIlit 

area). That is, when the forcing is at twice the frequency of motion. 

So, as in the case of a mass on a spring or a ma.'iS swmgmg fro II I a 

pivot. free surface waves can be resonantly forced or forcf'd at the sllbhar· 

mOnIc. If the forcing is produced by a wavemaker then the resulting sllbhar· 

monic waves are standing waves with their crests at right culgles to the wa\'C'

maker. These waves are called cross-wavt's, and they are tht' object of Ollf study. 

1.2 Previous \Vork 

Faraday (1831) made the first observations on cross-wavf's. He obsIT\'t,d 

cross-waves in a water basin in the neighborhood of vibrating plate. Schllier ( 1033) 

and Spens (1956) studied cross-waves in wavetanks with twaches at tht' l'llll op(>ositt' 

the wavt'maker. The primary waves generatpd were progressivt· and the amplit IldC' 
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of the cross-waves decayed away from the wavemaker. Lin and Howard (1060) 

carried out a thorough experimental investigation of the cross-waves generated in 

a tank with a rigid wall opposite the wavemaker, in which case the primary motion 

consisted of standing waves and the cross-waves were constant in amplitude away 

from the wavemaker. 

In 1970 Garret presented a theoretical analysis explaining that cross-waves 

were generated as a result of subharmonic instability. For a finite tank and by 

assuming the primary motion to be of the same order as the cross-wave funda

mental mode, he obtained a ~Iathiu equation for the amplitude of the cross-waves. 

Garret's results agreed fairly well with the experimental results of Lin &: Howard. 

Mahony (1972) derived an inviscid model equation for the amplitude of cross-waves 

generated in a semi-infinite channel by using Fourier transform techniques and the 

theory of resonance interactions. He found that the resonant bandwidth was oue 

order of magnitude smaller than Garret's result. He suggested that nonlinear effects 

may control the decay of cross-waves down the channel. In the meantime Barnard 

& Prichard (1972) performed experiments on a long water channel. They measured 

the initial growth rates and determined the neutral stability curves. Comparison 

of their experimental results with Mahony was possible only if an emprically dett'r

mined damping coefficient was incorporated into the inviscid C\'olution equatious. 

Both Garret's and Mahony's theories rely on linearized equations. r :-iug; 

a uniformly valid solution based on the small amplitude of the wavemaker. JOlWs 

(1984) obtained the cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation ();LS) governinp; r ht' 

slow modulation of cross-waves. ~liles (1985) found a hyperholic secant solutiou 

for the NLS which describes a trapped solution. Subseqw'ntty, damping wa.,; iu

corporated into the NLS for cross-waves by Lichter &: Cllf'n (1087). Lichter ailli 

Chen's numerical results showed that at sufficiently high forcing, cross-waves wcrt' 

modulated. Bernoft', Kwok &: Lichter (1988) using matchl'd a.symptotic; dt'rivt'd 

the relative contributions to leading order viscous damping from free-surfacl', sidt' 

walls, bottom and wavemaker viscous boundary layers. Lichter &: IJernoff ( 19S5) 

performed a bifurcation analysis near the onset of cfl)ss-waVf'S. They found [hat 

for large positive detuning of the forcing frequency from a clltoff frt·(l'lt'ucy, ttWl'I' is 
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a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation to cross-waves, whereas for negative and small 

positive values of the detuning, the pitchfork bifurcation is subcritical, indicatiIl~ 

the presence of hysteresis. 

All the previous theory is for the case of a single mode cross-wave. ~Iuch 

less is known, however, about the dynamics of several interacting modes. Lichtt'r 

and Underhill (1987) experimentally observed chaotic behaviour in cross-waves in 

thin hysteretic bands between adjacent modes. Ciliberto & Gollub (la84, laS;)) 

analyzed mode interaction in the related problem of surface waves generated by a 

vertically oscillating cylinder. In their model they described each amplitude mode 

by a forced Mathieu equation. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

The present research focuses on understanding the dynamics of cross-wavC's 

near onset when two or more modes are simultaneously marginal. \Vhen the uum

ber of nearly marginal modes is finite in a certain region of the parameter plane. 

the infinite dimensional hydrodynamic problem is dpscribed by a set of ordinary 

differential equations. A formal theory of such a reduction is based on the center 

manifold theorem (~larsden & :VIcCracken 1976, Guckenheimer & Holmes 1a83). 

A systematic derivation of amplitude equations using center manifold theory was 

provided by Coullet & Spiegel (la83). A subsequent application to the dynamics 

of triple convection was made by Arneodo et al (1984). Demotf (1a86) presented 

applications of center manifold techniques to various transition problems in ("()n

vection. :VIeron & Procaccia (la86) used the center manifold theory to study low 

dimensional chaos in surface waves generated by vertically oscillating cyliudt·r. 

Lichter & Bemoff applied center manifold methods to cross-waves near onset. 

Here, the evolution equations governing the stability of cross-waves itrl' dt'

rived with spanwise modulations using a multiple scale pt'rturbation expausiolls. 

Two coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equations are obtained. With damping iu("or

porated, a linear stability analysis is performed to determine the most uustahk 

eigenvectors. The center manifold theory, applied in the neighborhood of a t"Odi

mension two point where two modes are simultaneously nearly marginal. rt'tiu("t'd 
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the system to two coupled ode's. Four possible steady states are found. A bifurca

tion analysis for a third order problem predicted a Hopf bifurcation. The stability 

of this bifurcation is determined by studying a fifth order problem. 

The thesis is arranged as follows. In chapter 2 the amplitude equations gO\'

erning the growth of multi-mode cross-waves for inviscid Bow are derived. These 

equations are then augmented to account for dissipation in real Bow by incorporat

ing a linear viscous damping term in section 2.6. A linear analysis on the equatioIls 

is presented in Chapter 3. A normal mode expansion for the problem is deri \"cd 

in section 3.1. A linearized stability analysis is presented in section 3.2. Chapter 

4 deals with nonlinear stability. In section 4.1 the amplitude equations governing 

the interaction of two modes and the center manifold reduction for a third order 

problem are presented. The stability analysis of the ode's are discussed ~n sectioIl 

4.2. Section 4.3 comprises the bifurcation analysis and results of the third order 

problem. The extension of the analysis to fifth order is presented in section -1.-1. In 

section 4.5 the effect of perturbations of damping and detuning is considered. The 

numerical study of the higher order modes is considered in section 4.6. In section 

4.7 stability of the Hopf bifurcation is analysed. Finally, a brief summary of the 

work is given in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER 2 

FORMULATION 
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The equations governing the evolution of cross-waves forced by a wavemaker 

in a wavetank are now derived. The derivation is a perturbation analysis similar to 

that in Jones (1984) and Lichter and Chen (198i). The governing equations and 

scalings presented in section 2.1 are equivalent to theirs. The following sections in 

this chapter then consider the first order through the third order terms. The point 

of departure from the previous analyses is equation (2.2.2) in which two modes an' 

assumed to be simultaneously unstable. Previous formulations based on expansions 

in terms of standing wave modes are here replaced by an equivalent expansion of 

travelling wave components in a wide tank. ~lodulation on a long length scale 

in the spanwise direction is incorporated which allows for modal competition. :\ 

linear damping tenn is incorporated into the equations in section 2.6. 

The wave tank is assumed to be a semi-infinite channel (x ~ 0) of finite 

width and infinite depth (in the z direction). Variables are nondimensionalizcd 

through the use of a length scale 1/1\. (where I\. = .v ~ Ibis the wavenumber of the 

cross-waves, N is a given mode number and b is the dimensional width of the tank), 

and a time scale ",,-1, where w is one-half the forcing frequency. The side walls art' 

located at y = 0 and y = N 1T. The tank width is assumed large so that .V » 1. :\ 

nondimensional perturbation parameter f == /I/N is introduced. A wavemakcr is 

located at x == 0 and oscillates with variable (nondimensional) forcing amplitude (i 

according to 

x == faF(:) sin 2t, 

where F(::) is the displacement of the wavemaker normalized to one at tht> lIlt'all 

level of the water surface:: == 0, and a == al\./f is equal to the dimensional forc

ing amplitude normalized with respect to 1/"- and rt>ducf'u by the pt'rturbatioll 

parameter f. 

2.1 The Governing t>Qllations 

The fluid is assumed inviscid, incompressible and irrotational, and smfal'" 

tension is neglected. The velocity potential satisfies Laplact' 's t'tl'w.tion 
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(2.1.1 ) 

The free surface boundary conditions are 

(2.1.2) 

(2.1.3) 

with ( the surface displacement. The no-Row boundary condition is satisfied Oil 

the side walls 

~y=O ony=O, Nrr, (2.1.-1) 

a.nd the velocity field vanishes at large depths 

~ - 0 as;: - -00. (2.1..3) 

On the wavemaker a kinematic boundary condition is satisfied, 

~ r = f(! + ~ z :z )( of( z) sin 2t) on I = foF( z) sin 2t. (2.1.G) 

The weakly nonlinear case where the forcing amplitude is small is cousid

ered and a uniformly valid perturbation expansion is developed. Slow scales art' 

introduced so that in the higher order equations the growth and dispersion bal;U1Ct, 

the nonlinearity, 

x = fI, 

~Ioreover the cross-wave frequency, w, is expanded around the [t'souancc' vall1\' -·0 

1 ...; = ...;o( 1 + f .\), 

where A is the frequency detuning parameter which measurf'S the devia.tion fWIIl 

resonance. The derivatives transform into 
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a a 2 a 
ay = ay + f ay' 
a a 2 a 
at = at + f aT' 

The free surface conditions are now expanded III Taylor senes about the 

mean surface z = 0 and the wavemaker boundary condition is expanded about 

x = O. A perturbation expansion in powers of f is used for the velocity potential 

and surface displacement of the form 

~ = L f)(~)1 + ~)2), 
) 

( = L f)(()1 + ()2), 
) 

where the splitting tt' = 1/.')1 + ~')l is done, as in Jones (1084), so that the It') I are 

related to cross-waves and satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions at the waVt'

maker and t/J)2 represent the inhomogeneous responst' to the wavemaker forcing. 

The perturbation expansions are substituted into tht> !!;overning equations and t ht' 

resulting system of equations are successively solved at t>ach order of f following 

the presentation in Jones (1084). Lower order solutions and their intt>ractions will 

appear as inhomogeneous forcing terms in the succpt>ding higher order equations. 

The possibility of resonance when these forcing terms have e±lt dependenct' is 

suppressed giving rise to solvability equations at the st>('()nd and third order in f. 

2.2 The First Order Prohlt>m 

At order f the governing equations are 

(~IIl/l/ + ~II:: = 0, 

~ I I; - (I II = 0 011 = = 0, 

~III +(11 = 0 011:: = 0, 

~ Ill/ = 0 on!J = 0, N Tr , 

~ll-"O on::-+-:Xl. 

(~.~.ll/ ) 

(~.2.1") 

(~.2.1(') 

(2.2 ltl) 

(2.2.11 ) 
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The above system governs the cross-waves at the leading order and has a homo,!!;£'

neous solution 

~ll = ...1(X. Y. r)el(J/+I)+Z + B(X. Y, r)el(J/-I)+: + ee, (2.2.:2 ) 

where A and B are unknown amplitudes that will be determined by imposing solv

ability conditions on the higher equations, and ee denotes the complex conjugate. 

This solution corresponds to travelling waves that propagate in opposite direc

tions across the channel. The side wall boundary condition (2.2.1d) applied to the 

solution (2.2.2) implies that 

which upon matching the fast time and space dependence yields 

..1.=B-,ony=O,y=.\"-:r. (2.2.3) 

The inhomogeneous response to the wavemak(>r forcing is governed by tilt' 

system 

~12.u + ~12:. = O. (
.).) I ) _._.-ttl 

~12: - (121 = 0 on = = o. (2.2.-lh) 

~121+(12=O on==O. (2.2.-lc) 

~ l'.! Y = 0 on IJ = O •• V 7r • (2.2.-ld) 

(I>12x=2uFcos2t on.r=O. (2.2.-l( ) 

~ 12 -- 0 on:: -- - ao. (2.2.-1/ ) 

The solution to the above system is given by (Havelock 1 !)2!)) 
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where the first term on the right hand side is a progressing wave and the sf'c<>Ild 

term represents a localized disturbance near the wavemaker (a parasitic mode). 

and 

G = 40 [°00 F(s)e4~ds, ( ? 'J -, ) _._.0 ) 

40 J-l /0 4 . 
H(J-l) = - 2 F(s)[cOSJ-lS + - slllJ-l8]ds. 

7r 16 + J-l -00 J-l 
(2.2.3c) 

2.3. Determination of Cross-wave/Cross-wave Interactions 

At the second order the governing equations for this interaction are 

~21YY + ~21:: = 0, (2.3.1(/ ) 

~21: - (nt = ~IIY(lly - ~II::(II on:: = 0, (2.3.11> ) 

o 1 2 1 2 
~21t + (21 = -~11t:~11 - 2~IIY - 2~11: on:: = 0, (2.3.1(' ) 

~21Y=0 ony=O,N7r. (2.3.lt· ) 

~21 - ° on z - -00. (2.3.1d) 

The right hand sides comprise the leading order cross-wave self-interactions which 

at this order plOduce no resonance in the equations. Solving the system and an

ticipating the part of the solution that contributes to resonance at the third or<it-r 

yields, 

(21 = -A 2( X, Y, T )e I2 (1I+1) - B2(X, }", T )e l .!( v-I) 

+ 2A( X, }", T )E( X. }". r k'~\1 + CC. 

2.4. Df'termination of Cross-wave/Progrf'ssing-wi\Vf' Intpr;tctio[ls 

For this interaction, 
2 vY ~22 = 0, 

(2.3.21/ ) 

( 2.3.21» 

(2.4.111 ) 
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~nt + (n = -~l1tz(12 - ~12tz(1l 

- ~l2tz(12 - ~(~~2Z + ~~2z) on z = O. (2.-1.1(') 

~22z = -~ll X - £iF sin 2t~12zz 

... ,dF.? ... ,dF.? + 'i'llza dz sm _t + 'i'12z a dz sm _t on x = O. (2.-1.1(/) 

~ny = 0 on y = O,Nrr, (2.-1.1r) 

~n - 0 on z - -00. (2.-1.1 j) 

The particular solution that will contribute to resonance at the third order is giH'll 

by 

~22 =Gev'i7Z[-2.(27 + 3vl7)[Ae l (3t-4z+ y) + Be l (-1tHz+Y)j 
16 

+l(1 + V(17))[ael(-IH.c+ y) + Be l (t-4Z+ Y)ll + cc, 

(22 =G[2.( -31 + 9v17)[iAe l (3t-4z+ y) - iBI I{ -3tH.c+ Y)j 
16 

+~( 11 - JU)[ -iAel{ -IHz+y) + iBel(t-,.c+Y)ll + cc. 
4 

(2.-L?1I ) 

(2.-1.211 ) 

There are secular terms and the sol vabili ty condi tion at t his order provides tIll' 

boundary conditions at the wavemaker 

Ax = i6' B on X = 0, (2.-t3(/ ) 

Bx = -ib' A on X = O. (2.-1.3h) 

where the forcing parameter 6' is given by 

./ ' [/0 ~~ elF fO 
b = a -'Xl e ds ds - 2F(O) + 4 J -)0 Fd ... ]. 

2.5 The Resonance Equations 

At the third order. keeping only those terms OIl tilt' right hand sidt' which 

contribute to resonant forcing, the governing eCluatiol's are 

~ V ~11 = O. (2.5.111) 
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1 .2 
~31z - (31t = - ~llzz(21 - ~21::(ll - 2'~II;;;~11 

+ (llr 

( 2.5.1h) 

~31 t + (31 = - 2'\(11 - ~ll r - ~ Ilt:(21 

- ~21t:(1l - ~~lltZZ(;1 - ~lll1~2Il1 
- ~lll1~llll:(ll - ~11:~21: 

( 2.5.1c) 

~ 3111 + ~ II \-. = 0 on y = 0, y = .v iT • (2.5.1<1) 

~31 -+ 0 on :: -+ -00. (2.5, It ) 

The equations for ~32 are 
2 Y' ~32 = 0, (2.5.211) 

~32: - (32t = - ~21:z(12 - ~12::(22 - '!l!1;z(12 

~ . 1 ~ .2 ~ ., 
- .... 22::~12 - 2' .... 11 ::Z~12 - .... 1'l;;;~11~12 

+ ~12z(22x + ~12.c(11.\ + <Pnz(I.l.c 

~32t + (32 = - ~12t:(21 - ~12tz(22 - ~211:("! - <P nt ;(12 

1 ~ .2 ~ •. ~ .. 
- 2' Ilt:z~12 - 12t::~11~12 - 1'.lt;;("II(,,12 

- ~12.c~21.c - ~12z~22z - (I>I'~.c<PI~r:(,,·11 

(2.j,:?c) 

~32l1=O ony=O. y=.Vrr, 



~32z = - ~21 X - ~22z - of sin 2t~22zz 

. ~ dF. 2 • ~ dF. I) 0 + a't'21z dz sm t + a't'22z dz sm_t on.r = . 

~32 -- 0 on z -- -00. 

(2.3.2( ) 

( I) - ')1' _.;).- ) 

Substituting for the known terms on the right hand sides and eliminating the 

secular terms yields 

-2iA r + ~.4xx + iAy + 2'\A + ~(19 - 5v'i7)G2 A 

- 41..112 A + 81BI2 A = 0, (2.5.311) 

1 . 1 r.-::; 2 
2iB r + 2Bx x + iBy + 2.\B + 4(19 - 5v 17)G B 

- 41BI2 B + 81..11 2 B = O. ( 2.3.3h) 

The equations (2.5.3) and boundary conditions (2.4.3\ are now normalized by set

ting 
- rn. - 1 

X = v2X, Y = Y, f = :Jr. 

- - . 1 I 
I - 0) I B - I)B .... - _ .... 

• '"1 - _.'"1. - - • U - y'2u . 

Dropping the bars, a system of coupled cubic nonlinear Schrodinger e(plations an' 

obtained as the evolution equations for the complex amplitudes of tht> croSS-\\'i\\'!'S 

·22 -IA r + .4xx + 1.4y + 1.4 - 1..11 ..1+ 21BI ..1=0. 

. 2' 
IBr + Bxx + IB,,· + 1 B -IBI B + 21..11- n = 0, 

where. as in Jones (1984). 

represents a detuning. The boundary conditions are 

.4.\ = IbB on X = 0, (2.3.t..iu) 
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Bx = -i6A on X = 0, ( 2.5.Gh) 

A. = B· on Y = 0, 11" (2.5.6c) 

2.6 Viscous Dampin& 

The modulation equations have been based on the assumption of inviscid 

flow. However, it is known (Lichter & Chen, 198i) that dissipation must be included 

to allow reasonable comparison with measurment. Lichter & Chen augment their 

single mode equations with a linear damping term whose coefficient was empirically 

determined, Chen (1988). Chen allowed the damping coefficient to be an adjustihle 

parameter to be determined by fitting the measured neutral stability curve to linear 

theory. Bernoff et al (1988) and Kwok (1988) later formally derived the equations 

governing the evolution of cross-waves in the presence of viscous damping from the 

side wall, free-surface, wavemaker, and bottom. Compared to inviscid analysis. the 

damping enters as an additional linear term which acts to increase the forcing levpl 

needed to excite cross-waves, as well as a small contribution to the detuning. Their 

analysis, applied to the present case, results in equations (2.5.4) being replaced by 

equations of the form 

-iAr + Ax x + iAy + (J - IL)A - IAI2 A + 2IBI2.-1 = 0. 

i B r + B x x + i B 'y' + (J + i L ) B-1 B 12 B + 21 A 12 B = 0, 

J = 2.\ + ~(19 - 5vl7)C2
• 

4 

Ax = ibB on X = 0, 

B.\ = -16.-1 on X = 0, 

A = B· on Y = 0, 11" 

(2.6.1a) 

(2.6.1" ) 

(2.6.2) 

(2.6.31/ ) 

(2.6.311) 

(2.6.3(" ) 

(2.6.4) 

where L is the damping coefficient, the slight viscous dt'tllning of J is negiccted 

(Chen, 1988), and the boundary condition (2.5.6) are rewrittt'll llt're for ease of 



reference. If the wavemaker forcing 6 was set to zero then L is the rate at which 

standing cross-waves decay. 

Bernoff et al found that for a wide and deep channel the main contribution 

to viscous damping ':omes from the free surface. They predicted that the dampim; 

is proportional to 'Re- I , where the Reynolds number, 'Re, is based on the viscosity. 

cross-wave frequency, and cross-wave wavelength. The computed value underesti

mates the values found by Chen, and the reason for the discrepancy is still the 

subject of speculation. In the presence of surface contamination the damping from 

the free surface may be elevated in importance from 'Re -I to 'Re -1 (Bernotf et 

al 1988; Miles 1967). Non-viscous damping, such as capillary hysteresis (Hocking, 

1987), may supply the additional damping. 

The equations (2.6.1) with boundary conditions (2.6.3) are now solved as

suming a solution in the form of a superposition of normal modes. The contribution 

of the term involving G2 to the det uning J is ignored as it is negligi ble (Chen 1088). 



CHAPTER 3. 

LINEAR ANALYSIS 

3,1 Normal Mode Analysis 

The complex amplitude of cross-waves are governed by equations (2.6.1) 

with boundary conditions (2.6.3). Due to translational invariance in the spanwise 

direction, it may be deduced that the complex amplitudes A and B have spanwise 

dependence of the form 

(3.l.1a) 

(3.l.1b) 

where the subscript k denotes a particular mode The boundary condition (2.6.3c) 

on Y = 0 then yields 

(3.1.1c) 

and on Y = 11'" 

(3.l.1d) 

Equations (3.l.lc, d) then im plie that for linear eigenmodes 

k=···,-l,O,l,··· (3.1.1tl) 

The amplitudes A and B can now be written as a normal mode expansion of the 

form 

(3.1.~ ) 

where the factor elf is included for convenience in dealing with the wavelllakt'r 

boundary condition. 
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3.2 Linear Stability Analysis 

For small amplitudes the stability of cross-waves is governed by the linear 

stability problem obtained by neglecting the nonlinear terms in the amplit \lilt' 

equations. Thus anticipating that the form of the instability is AA: = W k f <7. r 

(Lichter & Bemoff 1988) the corresponding eigenvalue problem has the form 

(3.2.1a) 

(3.2.1h) 

where 

LA: = -i(oxx + 1 - ill + lk, (3.2.1(') 

and. implies the complex conjugate. The marginal modes are the null solutiolls 

of the eigenvalue problem and are given by 

where 

AA: = JiL - (1 - k), Re{Aki > 0, 

"fA: = 
-Au + i( -AkR - b) 

Jb(6+2 AkR) 

(3.2.2lL ) 

(3.2.2h) 

(3.2.2(') 

The subscripts, R and I, stand for real and imaginary parts respectively and t h(' 

magnitude of "fA: has been normalized to unity. To ohtain the associated adjoillt 

problem an inner product is defined (Lichter & Bernotf 1088) 

( 3.2.3) 

The adjoint operator then satisfies 

(3.2. -l) 

where on evaluating (3.2A) the adjoint operator Lr = L: . Tht' adjoint t'i~t'nvallH' 

prohlem is descri beo hy 



(3.2.3h) 

The marginal eigenfunctions for the adjoint problem are 

(3.2.6a) 

where 

(3.2.6h) 

(3.2.6c) 

The growth rate of the k-th mode is 

0"1c = -L + Vf)"' - (./ - k)2. (3.2.7) 

The results of the one mode analysis of Lichter & Bernot{ (1088) may be obtaiucd 

from this analysis by setting k = 0, fJ = 1 and expressing the eigenvalues as a 

function of the detuning along the neutral curve 0"0 = 0, 

0"0 = -L + VI - P. 

The point of intersection of the stability curves of the k-th and (k + 1 )-th IllO(it>s 

is given by 

and corresponds to a value of the detuning 

1 
J = k +-. 

2 

(3.2.0 ) 

(3.2.10) 

At this point (called codimension two point) the growth ratc's of the two modI'S al<' 

both equal to zero. The stability diagram for the modes k = 0 and k = 1 is ShllWlI 

in Figure 1. Cross-waves of a particular mode number art' linearly unstable in tIl(' 

region bounded below by the neutral stability curve for that lIlodt' number. 
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The k presented here is not to be confused with the K used in the formulation 

section, though they are related in the following manner. Referring back to the 

formulation section, the choice of N sets the mode number and, as the tank widt h 

is given, the cross-wav~ wavelength is also set. Now by choosing k = 0 we supprt'ss 

the possibility of Y-modulation and the cross-wave amplitude must be uniform 

across the span of the tank. This corresponds to the single mode number .V. If 

we now choose k = 1 the underlying form of the solution (cf. equation 2.2.2) IS 

modulated by elY so that the resultant variation in phase is 

So for the span of the tank 0 < y < N 11", the phase vari{'s from 0 to (.V + l);r 

which is just that for the N + 1 mode. So k = 1 corresponds to mode .v + l. 
Similarly choosing k = O. -1 corresponds to the modes Nand .V - 1. The variablt> 

K introduced earlier is simply the wavenumber of a particular mode. 
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a . 
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Figure 1. 

det.uni.ng J 

Stability curves for two adjacent modes 
Ie = 0 (left curve) and Ie = 1 (rishe curve) 
in the (detunang, forcing l ) parameter plane. 
The intersection point is at the codimen.sion 
two point: J = t. 

1.5 2.0 



CHAPTER 4 

NONLINEAR STABILITY 

4.1. The Nonlinear Problem-third order analysis 

30 

From the linear analysis in chapter 3 the linear growth rates, the marginal 

modes and the neutral curves were determined. In addition, the intersection of two 

adjacent neutral curves eTo = eT) = 0 was located at J = !. 
To analyse the nonlinear interaction of the modes, the normal mode ex

pansion (3.1.2) is substituted into the modulation equations (2.6.1). The analysis 

is then performed in the neighborhood of the codimension two point where the 

two modes characterized by the amplitudes .4.0 and A) are marginal. Near this 

point all the other modes have negative growth rates in the linear theory and are 

rapidly damped. However, they are nonlinearly sustained by the marginal modes 

and contribute at higher orders. Substituting equations (3.1.2) into (2.6.1) and 

(2.6.3) with these two modes, the third order problem for the interaction of two 

modes is described by the following equations 

(-1.1.10) 

(-1.1.1h) 

Aox = 6A~ on X = 0, (-1.1.1cl 

A\x = 6.4.; on X = 0, (-1.1.1d) 

(-1.l.1t) 

where 

{, Ie = -/ ( ax x + J - i L) + / J.: (-1.1.1fj 

Note that the equation (2.6.1b) for B is not written Ollt here for it is simply tIlt' 

complex conjugate of equation (4.1.1). Center manifold theory (Guckenheiult'l" .\: 

Holmes, 1983), herein referenced as GH, is applied to reducc the POE's (-1.1.1) to 

a system of ODE's, using the marginal modes of the linear stability problem 111o 

and 'It 1 in the neighborhood of thc codimcnsion two point. Tht' center manifold 
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is a locally invariant and locally attractive manifold tangent to the generalized 

eigenspace spanned by the eigenvectors ~o and ~ I at zero. As a consequence of 

the attractivity of the center manifold the dynamics of the solutions of the system 

in a neighborhood of zero is then reduced to the study of the dynamics on the 

center manifold. Hence the problem is reduced to a lower dimensional one (equal 

to the number of marginal modes of the problem). 

As in Bemoff (1986), the reduction formalism is achieved by applying the 

projection operators < ~~" > and < '" L . > to the equations (4.1.1a) and (4.1.1h) 

respectively. The projection operator < '" ~" > applied to a vector picks out its 

projection in the direction of "')' At leading order the center manifold approxima

tion is of the form 

(-1.1.2a) 

(-1.1.2h) 

where TO and TI are time dependent amplitudes. Substituting (4.1.2) into the non

linear problem (4.1.1) and projecting onto the center manifold yields two coupled 

Landau equations for the evolution of the amplitudes "0 and TI 

(-1.1.3(/) 

(-1.1.3b) 

where the coupling Landau coefficients are defined by 

(-1.1.3c) 

< "'~' -2i"'i"'~ > HOI = ---"'-~-':'--"-

< "'~''''o > 
( -1.1.3d) 

_ < ",t,-il"'tl2
"'1 > 

HII -
- < ",r,"'1 > 

< '" r, -2i"'5"'r > HIO=---:'-~--=----=--

< "'t, "'I > 
(-1.1.3j) 
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As a function of the damping coefficient L, the Landau coefficiens are giVf'n by 

Boo = 
)L2 + i({L2 + i - %) 

(5{L2 + i - !)L 

2)L2+t(L+1) 

) L2 + ±( ) L2 + ± + % ) 
= ~--I===~------

(5)Ll + ± + t)L 

2{L2 + 1(L -1) 
B 10 = ---;:::==:------

(3)L2 + t + t +2L)L 

( 4.1.-!a ) 

(4.1.4b) 

(4.1.4c) 

(4.1.-!d). 

The one mode result of Lichter & Bernoff (1988) agrees with Boo when expressed 

as a function of the detuning 1 for fixed damping along the neutral curve 

1 - 31 
B = ---;:::=:===;: 

(5 - 31))1 - 12 
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4.2. Stability Analysis of the ODE's 

Having obtained the ODEs that govern the dynamics of cross-waves in the 

neighborhood of the co dimension two point, the equilibrium states and their sta

bility are now determined. Following GH, equations (4.1.3) are rescaled 

;00 = ro v'IHool, 

;01 =rl~' 
_ Hll ,=,--

IHlll 

in order to reduce the number of coefficients 

rOr = ro( Ilo + cr~ + dr5), 

where 
IHlll IHlll HlO 

Ilo = (J'o~, III = (J'l~' b = IHooI' 

HOl Hoo 
c = H 11 ' d = I H 00 I = ( ± 1 ), 

( 4.2.1a) 

(4.2.1b) 

(4.2.1a) 

(4.2.2b) 

(·L2.2c) 

and the overbars have been dropped. The equilibrium points corresponding to 

steady cross-waves are obtained by setting rOr = rlr = 0 which yields: 

i) (0.0), 

i i) (~, 0 ) for III < o. 
Ho 

ill) (0, V d) for Ilod < o. 

/bllo - Illd ~ 
IV) (V .4 'V~)' 

where .4 = d - be and the radicands are positive for existf'nce in case (I to). Cast' 

(i) represents the zero state of cross-waves. The equilibrium states (II) ;uHl (Ill) 

occur in the presence of one of the crosswave modes. And finally cast' (II') is tilt' 

mixed mode case. 
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To examine the behaviour of the solution near the four groups of equilibriulll 

point the system is linearized about each equilibrium point and the eigenvalue's of 

the 2 x 2 Jacobian matrix 

Drf(rc} = (/Jl +? 3r~c + br~c 2brrroc3d 2 ) 
_crlcrOc /Jo + crlc + roc 

are computed at each critical point. The eigenvalues are 

i} (/Jl,/JO), 

ii} (-2/Jl,/J0-C/J.), 

b 
iii} (/Jl - "d/Jo, -2/J0). 

iv) Ao,l = ~[Tr(Drf(rc)) ~ JTr2(Drf(rc)) -4Det(Drf(r c ))]' 

(-1.2.3 ) 

where the trace and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix at the critical poiut 

have the values 
? 

Tr(Drf(rc)) = .~ [/Jld(C - 1) + /Jo(b - d)j. (4.2,-la) 

4 
Det(Drf(rc)) = A [(b/Jo - d/J,)(cJ't - /Jo)j. (-1.2,-lb) 

The existence and stability of the fixed points depends on the parameters j10 awl 

J-lt. The codimension two point corresponds to 

/Jo = J-lt = D. (-1.2.5 ) 

and the parameters /Jo and /Jl represent the leading order growth rates and unfold 

the system preserving the fixed point at the origin. In the (Ilt • /Jo) plane the lines 

/Jo = D. Ilt = D. 
d 

Ilo = CJ-lt. J-lo = "bJ-lt 

are bifurcation curves corresponding to a real eigenvalue passing through Zt'ro. For 

the mixed mode case the trace of the Jacobian matrix is Z('ro on the lint' 

Ilo = /JI d( 1 - c) 

b-d 

Along such a line a complex conjugate pair of eigenvaltH's croSSt'S the imaginary 

axis and a Hopf bifurcation occurs. In this case, clos('d orhits bifurcate fWIll tilt' 

fixed point corresponding to the mixed mode case. 
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4.3 Bifurcation Analysis 

The two dimensional field (4.2.2) obtained through the center manifold t hc

ory has interesting dynamical behaviour. It has been presented in GH that de

pending on the sign of the coefficients b, c, d, A the system can have up to tweh'(' 

possible unfoldings. Classification numbers were used for convenience, as was dOIle' 

earlier by Takens (1974a), to indicate the equivalence type for the phase portrait 

of each case as shown in the following table: 

Case Ia Ib II III IVa IVb V VIa VIb Vila Vllb VIII 

d +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

b + + + + + + 

c + + + + + + 

A + + + + + + 

To find out the possible cases, the coefficients for the two dimensional ,-ys-

tern are computed as functions of damping coefficient L for fixed detllning at 

codimension two point, as given in the following table: 

d 

b 

c 

A 

o < L < 0.824 0.824 < L < 1. 1. < L < J2 

-1 

+ 
+ 
Vila 

-1 

+ 

VIIb 

-1 

+ 
+ 

V 

1 

+ 
+ 

Ib 

the 

The analysis shows that the possible cases for the system considered art> VIla, \'1 Ii>. 

V and Ib of GH , with Hopf bifurcation possible only in case VIla for tht' ran)!;t' of 

damping parameter 0 < L < 0.824. 
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In the cases VIIb, V and Ib steady bifurcations occur corresponding to a 

real eigenvalue passing through zero. The bifurcation sets for case VIIb are showIl 

in Figure 2. The stability of the steady states as shown on the phase portrait III 

each sector is as follows: 

F! : source at (0,0), saddle at (0, J-J.l;) 

. r-;; jbJ.lo - J.l!d ~ 
F2 : source at (0,0), smk at (0, V -7)' saddle at (V A ' V ~) 

Ho FJ : saddle at (0, 0), source at (~, 0), sink at (0, V d)' 

ddl JbJ.lO - J.ll d jCll! - J.lo sa e at ( , ) 
A A 

. ~ jbJ.lO - J.l!d ~J.l! - Ilo F~ : smk at (0,0), source at (v -J.l!, 0), saddle at ( , ) 
.4 A 

F5 : sink at (0,0), saddle at ( ~,O) 

Fs : saddle. at (0,0) 

The equilibrium state (0,0) loses stability through a subcritical pitchfork hifllI'ca

tion on the line J.l! = 0 and supercritical pitchfork bifurcation on the line Ito = () . 

Supercritical pitchfork bifurcations occur on the line Jlo = Cll! from the equilibriulll 

(~,O), and on the line J.lo = ~ from the equilibrium (0, J-1!f). Cnstabk 

mixed mode exists in regions 2, 3 and -t. 

The unfolding diagrams for the cases V is shown in Figure 3. The stability 



of steady cross-waves is as follows: 

Fl : source at (0,0), saddle at (0, J _ J-lJ) 

F2 : source at (0,0), sink at (0, J _ J-l; ) 

F;; 
FJ : saddle at (0,0), source at (y'=Ji;, 0), sink at (0, V d) 

F4 : sink at (0,0), source at (y'=Ji;, 0) 

~ (bJ-lo-J-lld /CJ-lI-J.10 
F5 : sink at (0,0), source at (V -J-ll, 0), saddle at (V A ' V A ) 

F6 : sink at (0,0), saddle at (y'=Ji;, 0) 

F7 : saddle at (0,0) 
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The zero state of cross-waves loses stability to cross-wave mode (~,O) throl\gh 

a subcritical bifurcation anti to cross-wave mode (0, J -,. ) through a supercritical 

bifurcation. On a clockwise path starting in region 6 the unstable cross-wave mode 

(~, 0) bifurcates to produce unstable mixed mode I J bIJQ~/Jld, J C/JI,:;"Q ) which 

disappears in a bifurcation into the origin in region -1. The unfolding diagram for 

case Ib is shown in Figure -l. The stability of the steady cross-waves in each sector 

of the unfolding diagram is as follows: 

Fl : source at (0,0) 

Fl : saddle at (0,0), source at ( ;=;;, 0) 

Ho F3 : sink at (0,0), source at (y'=Ji;, 0), :;addle at (0, V 7) 

ffJ.1O F4 : sink at (0,0), source at (v::;;-;, 0), sour(,f lit (0. --) 
d 

,iaddle at (JbJ-lO - J-lld, ~) 
.-1 V~ 

Ho F~: 8ink at (O,O),,saddle at (V::;;-;,O),,source at (0. V7) 

Ho F6: saddle at (O,O),source at (0, V 7) 
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In this case the initial bifurcation from the zero state (0,0) to cross-wave mode 

(0, J -SO) is subcritical. On a clockwise path starting in region 5 the unstable 

cross-wave mode (J-fll, 0) bifurcates to produce unstable mixed mode which IS 

then destroyed in a bifurcation with unstable cross-wave (0, / -SO). 

The unfolding, case VIla, in which the Hope bifurcation occurs is the most 

interesting one. In this case periodic solutions bifurcate from the fixed point cor

responding to the mixed state. In the (fll, flO) plane, the bifurcation set has sen'll 

distinct regions and the local behaviour of the vector field F. in each sector (Sho\Vll 

in Figure 5) may be described as follows: 

r-;; jbJ.lO - J.lld ~ 
FI : source at (0, 0), saddle at (0, V -d" ),sink at (V .4 'V ~) 

F2 : source at (0,0), sink at (0, J _ J.l; ) 

Ho FJ: saddle at (O,O),source at (~,O),.sink at (0, V7) 

F" : sink at (O,O),source at (~,O) 

. ~ JbJ.lO - J.lld NJ.lI - J.lo Fs : smk at (0,0), saddle at (v -Ill, 0), source at ( . ) 
.4 .4 

~ /bJ.lo-J.lld Cill-Ill) 
F6: sink at (O.O).saddle at (V-fll,O),jocus at (V A '--.4--) 

jbJ.lo - fll d ~ 
F7 : saddle at (0,0), focus at (V A ' V ~) 

The Hopf bifurcation occurs in the third quadrant on the line ILo = (~~:) Ill. TIlt' 

closed orbits resulting from this bifurcation are shown ill Figure 6. 

These results can be interpreted correspondingly ill tht' (d('tuning. f orc/II 1/ ~ ) 

parameter plane as shown in Figure i. The bifurcatiollcllrvf'S dividc the paralllt'ttT 

plane into various sectors joined at the codirnension two point (170 = 171 = 0) . TIll' 

stability of cross-wave modes change for each region. The rt'SIdts for ca.se VIla alt' 



summarized in the following table. 

regIOn cross-wave modes condition 

case VIla 1 ao,aot unstable ,stable 

2 ao stable 

3 aO,at stable,unstabie 

4 at unstable 

5 al,aOt both unstable 

6 al,aOl unstable,stable 

I aOt stable 

In each region the steady state solution and its stability is indicated where 

(Ii; 
ao = (0, V -d)' 

al = ("';:::-;;,0), 

and 

The Hopf bifurcation corresponds physically to the situation III which the cross

wave modes are periodically interchanging energy. 

The analysis on the third order reduced system, howcvf'r, cannot determillt, 

the stability of the closed orbits as the vector field is degent>rate on the bifurcatioll 

line. The effect of the higher (fifth) order terms must be ('onsidt'red to determiu(, 

the stability of the closed orbits. 
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Unfolding diap'am for cue VUh. 
d = -1, b < 0, C > 0, A < O. 
1-'0. J.& 1 are the unfolding parameters. 
The lines 1-'1 = 0, 1-'0 = 0, 1-'0 = -,", 
1-'0 = CJ.&I are bifurcation curves. The 
phase di~ (rl' ro) shows the steady 
states and their stability. The mixed mode is 
unstable for this cue. 
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U molding diagram for cue V. 
d ::II -1. b > 0, c > 0, A < o. 
The mixed mode does not exist for this case. 
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Figure 5. Unfolding diagam for case VIla 
d = -1, b < O. c > O. A > O. 
Stable mixed mode exists in the 
fint quadrant. Hopf bifurcation 
from the mixed mode state occurs in the 
third quadrant. Stability of tbe bifurcation 
depends on the quintic terms. 
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4.4 The Nonlinear Problem-Fifth Order Analysis 

From the third order analysis it was predicted that a Hopf bifurcation OCClll:; 

from the mixed mode state across a line in the parameter plane. To determine its 

stability the higher order terms will have to be retained in the amplitude expall

sions. Upon using the nonnal mode expansion equation (3.1.2) the cubic correctiolls 

to .4.0 and .4.1 are taken into account by replacing 

(3) 
.40 - .4.0 + .40 ' (4.-1.10 ) 

(4.-1.1h) 

Substituting the normal mode expansion into the nonlinear equations and separat

ing by e1kY , the fifth order problem governing the interaction of the modes Au awl 

AI in the neighborhood of the codimension two point is 

AOT =£oAo - i(AolAolz + 2AiA~) 

+ i( _ 12 1(3)· _ ')1 I 12 .4,(3) _ .) 12 1(3). 
"'"10 ·"1.0 - ·"1.0 0 -·"1..·"1.0 

- 4.41 A~A~:J1 + 2A_ •. 4~A. - 2A; .40 A_. 

- 2A:'\ AoA. + Ai A~ - 21A.1 2 .42 ). ( -1. -t.:~ II ) 

.4IT =(.A 1 -1(AtlA\12 +2A~A;) 

+ '( _ 12 1(3)· _?I I 12 ,(1) _? 12 1(3). 
I ."1.\."1.. _ ."1.\ ."1.\ -."1.0'''1.\ 

- 4AoA; Ab3
) + 2Az A; Ao - 2A~ .4\ A2 

- 2A()A\A~ + A~A:'\ - 21.40 12 A_\). (-1.-l.2h) 

The quintic contributions come from the nonlinear interactions of Ao and A \ wit It 

the cubic corrections and with the modes A_. and A..! which art' also cubic at tilt' 

codimension two point. The contributions from the other modes appear at hic;lwt' 

(seventh) order. 

The cubic modes A~l), A\l), A_I and A2 needed to compute the t[lIillt ic 

terms are obtained from the following boundary value probll'l11s. 



C- 1.4- 1 = -i(.45.4; - 2IAoI2.41), 

.c2 A2 = -i(A~A~ - 21.4112040 ), 

.c i(3) -'1 i 12i _ < A~, il·40 1
2 

.40 > • 
0"''10 -1 ·"'10 ·"'10 t ·"'10 

< Ao,Ao > 
A t '>' 42A'>042.-_ < 0'-1. 1 0>. + _z 1 ·"'10 t ·"'10, 
< AO,Ao > 

subject to the bour.dary conditions at X = 0, 

.(3) _ ~ .(3)_ 
·"'10X - u·"'10 • 

• (3) _ ~ .(3)_ 
."'1 l x - u·"'11 • 

and 

( -t.-t. 311 ) 

(4:.-!.3lJ) 

( -!.-!.3d) 

(4:.-t.-!1I ) 

( -! .-t.-tll) 

( -!.-!.-!cl 

(-!.-!.-tl ) 

The inhomogeneous forcing in the bounuary value problt'ms arise from the linearly 

unstable marginal modes (Ao = roll1o, Al = r l ll1 l ). In addition. the forciIl~ tenllS 

in equations (4.4.3c, d) are chosen to have no compoueut in tht' uull space of (II 

and .c l respectively since these operators have zero {'i~(,Il\'altU' at tht' codiIllt'usill1l 

two point. 

The solutions of the bouudary value problems an' of the form 

(4.-t.,j" ) 



(-L-l . .jh) 

,(3) 3,Tl in 2 ,TI2n 
·"1.0 = r 0 "'*' 0 + r i rO "'*' 0 , (-l.-l.3(" ) 

( -lA.3d) 

where the superscript n stands for the numerical solution of the respective bOlln<!;ll'Y 

value problem. To suppress any arbitrary homogeneous solution of the bOllndary 

value problem the solutions A~3) and A~3) are chosen to have no component Oil the 

center manifold 

(-l.-l.Ga) 

(4.-l.Gh) 

Substituting the solutions (4.4.5) into the fifth order problem (4A.2) ,lIld 

projecting onto the center manifold yields the Landau equations with quintic ttTIllS 

(-l.-l.Gu) 

(-lA.GII ) 

where the quintic coefficients are defined in Appendix. 



4.5 Effects of Perturbations of Dampin~ and Detunin~ 

The center manifold analysis has been performed using the values of tll(' 

damping and detuning at the co dimension two point. In this section the effects of 

small perturbations of damping and detuning is investigated. Let j and i be the 

perturbations on the detuning and damping respectively. Then sub!)tituting the 

expressIons 

J - J + J, (4.5.1a) 

L - L + i, (4.5.1h) 

into the third order nonlinear problem for .4.0 and .4.1 yields 

(4.5.2a) 

(·t.,}.2b) 

The perturbation term is now split into a component that lies in the null space of 

.cO,1 and a component orthoganal to it, 

-( I j + i) = 11'0 + poGo. ( 4.5.31/ ) 

-(iJ + L) = 11'1 + PlOI, (4.5.311) 

where 11'0,11'1 are the components in the '11 0 , 'III direction respectively. Scalar 

constants Po, PI and the (}'S are determined using the orthogonality condition 

< 'II~.I' 00,1 '11 0 ,1 >= 0, (4.':>.411) 

which yields 

( 4.':>.411) 

lL + 1 
nl = _~ ..... 2 

[)2 
(4.5Ad 

Subsequently the PI'S are given by 

( 4.5.-lti) 



jb2 

P --1- L . 

;jO 

The perturbation quantities can now be computed as a function of the leatlin~ 

order growth rates 
, 1 
L = -2(0'0 + 0'1), ( 4.5.3a ) 

j = L( 0'1 - 0'0)' ( 4.5.3b) 

To determine the effect of these perturbations on the higher order coefficients. the 

cubic terms (in r) produced by the 0, are computed from the following boundary 

value problems 

CO,I "'0,1 = -00,1 "'0,1' (4.5.G) 

To suppress arbitrary homogeneous solutions of the boundary value problem. the 

~O,I are chosen to satisfy an orthogonality relation 

t ' 
< "'0,1' "'0,1 >= O. (4.5.i) 

Then the complex modal amplitudes ...10 and Al are I'xpressed by 

, . (3) 
...10.1 = rO.1 "'0.1 + PO,I rO,1 "'0.1 T ...10.1' (·Lj.S) 

The above expressions are now substituted into the nonlinear prohlem. After pro

jection onto the center manifold the Landau equations read 

3 2 :\ ) I 
rOr = O'oro + Hooro + HOlr,ro + Jolrorj + jo",!rlro 

~ , 'J • 2 
+ P03ro + Hooro + HOI r l roo (4.3.9/1 ) 

rlr = O'irl + Hllr~ + HlOr~rl + Jllr:,.(~ + jl'2"~"1 
5 • 3 • 2 

+ P13rl + Hllr l + HlOrorl. (4.3.9/' ) 

where the coefficients (if) resulting from the perturbations of damping and dd 1111-

ing are defined by 

(4.3.9(') 
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H
' _ < "'~'POOO",~2n) - 2i(Po"'f~o + 2PI"'I~I"'O) > 

01 - t 
< "'0' "'0 > 

II _ < "'r.PIOI",~ln) - ipI("'f~r +21"'d2~d > 
II - t ' 

<"'1."'1> 

H
' _ < ",r,PIOI ",~2n) - 2i(pl "'~~i + 2Po"'0~0"'r) > 

01 - t 

< "'I' "'I > 
(.t.5·!)n 



4,6 Numerical Study of the boundary value problems 

The boundary value problems that govern t he higher mooes are of t he form 

(-l.6.1u) 

(·U3.1b) 

Ak - 0, X - 00. (-l.6.1(' ) 

where F(X) is an inhomogeneous forcing that depends only on the marginal modI'S 

of the linear stability problem. The problem is solved using a shooting method. :\ 

general solution of the problem is of the form 

(-l.G.2 ) 

where .rtl is a solution of the differential equation and satisfies the boundary con

dition at X = O. The other two tenns of the solution satisfy the homogeneous 

equation. For X » 1 and .rt I < < 1 the coefficient C l of the term that grows wit 11 

X is obtained from 

and is given by 

Ax + AA = O. 

-(AI.\' + AAtl 
2Ae'u ' 

(-l.G.3 ) 

(-l.G.-l ) 

Applying the boundary condition at X = O. yields the coefficient ('I of the decaying 

mode as a function of C2 

(-l.G.j) 

The initial guess of the function value is then improvpd I>y subtracting; Ollt till' 

quantity (CI + C2) for each iteration until convergence is met. 

For the case of .rt~3) and A \3) there is a homogent·olls solution of the problt'lll 

and t he boundary condi tion at X = 0 fixes I A I = (j. Furt ht'rmo[(' a llOlllog;t·llt 'OilS 

eigenvector is found given by 



;j3 

The problem is then solved by subtracting out the quantity SUI from the initial 

guess at each iteration where s is a real constant given by 

(.f.G.G) 

Furthermore, additional homogeneous solutions of the boundary value prohlem arc 

eliminated by requiring the total solution to be orthogonal to the homogeneous 

solution. Due to the growing mode in the solution, initial errors grow exponen

tially. An error criterion is therefore used to control the length of the interval of 

integration. 
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4.7 Stability of the Hopf bifurcation 

U sing the same scaling as that of the third order problem eqn (4.2.1). t hI' 

Landau equations for the fifth order problem (4.5.9) may be written as 

(-l.7.1(1) 

where the scaled coefficients are given in Appendix. In the Hopf bifurcation case 

(c - 1) 
IJo = IJI b + 1 ' d =-1. (4.7.2) 

To see the effect of the higher order (quintic) terms on the stability of the Hopf 

bifurcation, the variables are rescaled (see GH). so that periodic orbits retain t1wir 

size as one approaches the origin of the parameter plane. (; sing the follo\\'ing 

scaling 

t = ~T, IJI = fill. 
(c-l) 2 

JlO=fllll b +f 110. + 1 
(4.7.3) 

the system transforms to 

(-l. 7AII ) 

(c-l) 2 2 
tit =V(1I1 + CU - v ) 

b+1 

+ W(1I0 + eu"v2 
+ /u" + gv" + hoot· l + hO,ul ). (-l.7.-l1l) 

Note that the contribution due to perturbation of damping and detllIliug go wit Ii 

the quintic terms because they scale with the growth rates (which art' of ordn 

~). Multiplying by the integrating factor ua-Iv iJ - 1. the problt'm is rt'dllct'd to a 

perturbed Hamiltonian system 

(4.7.3(/ ) 



a-I 13[( (c - 1) 
VT =u v VI b + 1 

+ cu 2 
- v2

) + dvo + eu 2 v2 + fu" + gv" + hoo v2 + hOl 1l
2 )j, (-1.7 . .:Jh) 

where, 

dT 1 ?(1-c) 
() = - , 

.4 
/3 = 2 (1 + b), A = - 1 - be 

.4 
(-1.7 . .)(') 

Following GH, the unperturbed system (~ = 0) is integrable, with the Hamiltoninn 

(-1. 7.G) 

For the perturbed system the change in the Hamiltonian along a trajectory is 

Hence, depending on the initial data in the (u, v) phase plane, the value of /11) 

which makes the change in F through one cycle Z('1'O corresponds to a periodic 

orbit and is given by 

(-1.7.SIl) 

where 

[I = 1 II 2 a - I V 2 13 - I [( VI (c - 1) + cu 2 - V 2 )( h ll'l U 2 + ) t''' + I.: u" + h I I It.! + II 10 I'! ) 

prnod b + 1 

- (VI + u2 + bv 2 )(eu2 v2 + fll" + gv" + hoou'l + hol lt
2 )jdT. (-1.7.Sh) 

[2 = 1 112a-I v2iJ-I(VI + ll'l + b,,2)dT. 
prnod 

For computational convenience the line integrals are changed to difff'rcntia.l fonlls 

and integrated along with the equations of motion of thl' unperturhed systI'lll. 

The orbits are parametrized through intial conditions takC'n on the line joinin),!; t ht' 

equilibrium points of the unperturbed system (v:::;;;, 0) culd ( J ~;L, J ~;~). All 

alternative calculation is also made to check the value of Vo corresponding to tix('d 

. t(J~ J~) pom I+/)' 1+'" 
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The system of equations may be rewritten as 

(4:./.011) 

(4./.ah) 

Using the divergence theorem, the change in the Ha,mjltonian around an orbit is 

transformed to 

1 11 ap aQ2 aQl 
FTdT = f -(- + -- + lIo--)dudu. 

perIod area aU au au 
(4:./.0(') 

Then, in the limit, the value of Vo at the fixed point becomes 

( 2..e+~) V 
- Ju au 

o - - i2!:h. 
au at flzed pOint 

(4:.7.ad) 

With no loss of genarality a value of VI = -1 is used in the computation. The 

results for lIO show two types of behaviour depending on the value of the dampin~ 

L. For L < 0.44, as shown in Figure 8, Vo decrea:-'I's towards the value at the 

fixed point. On the other hand, for values of L > 0.4 .. 1. Figure g, lIO increases. For 

L = 0.44 it remains constant as shown in Figure 10. For this value of Vo all orbit:; 

are closed. Presumbably the Hamiltonian for the fifth-order systt'm can be fOlllld 

at this parameter value. 

To determine the stability of the Hopf bifurcation from the mixed stat<'. t ht' 

change in F for the closed orbits is computed at the value of Vt) at the fixed poillt 

"F( (fp)) I( (fp) ) u Vo = 2 Vo - Vt) , (4:.7.10) 

where the superscript (fp) denotes the fixed point. :'-low h is llllIllt'rically fOlllld 

to he negative for all L. Therefore 

for vci fp
) < vo, uF > 0 

which corresponds to L < 0,4,4. The Hopf bifurcation is till'n slIpercritical COlTl'

sponding to the unfolding diagram of Figure 11. Tht' Hamilt.onian lillt' ( F) corn'

sponding to the unperturbed systt'IIl is now uufolded to a Hopf bifllrca.tioll lillt' (LC) 



.)1 

where a limit cycle occurs and a Homoclinic line (H) where orhits are destroyed. 

The steady mixed mode bifurcates to a stable limit cycle which is destroyed ill 

a Homoclinic bifurcation (H). On the other hand, for L > 0.44, lI~fp) > 110 awl 

t::J.F < 0 and therefore the bifurcation is subcritical. The unfolding diagram for 

this case is shown in Figure 12. The mixed mode in this case bifurcates to unstable 

limit cycle on (LC) which is then destroyed in a Homoclinic bifurcation on line 

(H). 

The Homoclinic bifurcation is global in nature and the center manifold anal

ysis cannot be used to understand the details of this large amplitude case which 

requires the investigation of the full nonlinear Schrodinger equations. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

SUMMARY 

63 

In Chapter 2 the evolution equations governing cross waves have been derin'd 

on the assumption of inviscid flow. Spanwise modulations were included to con~i(kr 

the interaction of multiple modes. The systematic expansion was based on tlw 

nondimensional parameter e = Jl/N, for which to be small. the transverse Illodt' 

was assumed large (N » 1). Two -:oupled cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equations 

with transverse modulations and satisfying homogeneous boundary conditions at 

wavemaker were obtained. As in Lichter & Chen the equations were augmented by 

the inclusion of viscous linear damping term to account for the vicous dissipation. 

The damping is also required in the application of the centf'r manifold theory. 

In Chapter 3 a normal mode expansion of the amplitude equations was dt'

rived. A subsequent linear stability analysis determined the marginal modes. Tht' 

linear growth rate was calculated. The stability curves of two span wise modes was 

established. The point of simultaneous instability of two modes so-called codilllt'U

sion two point was obtained. The linear results agret'S with the one mode result s 

of Lichter & Bernoff when the problem is expressed as a function of the det uuiuL?; 

for fixed damping. 

In Chapter -l the nonlinear stability analysis on the equat ions was st udit'd. 

The center manifold technique was applied to a third order problem in the vicillity 

of a codimension two point where two modes are simultaneously marginal. redIH iUI!; 

the time evolution of the problem to a coupled set of ode's. Stability analysis Oil 

the ode's determined four possible equilibrium states, out.:' of which was fl IlliXt'd 

mode state. A bifurcation analysis on the problem preciictt'd a Hopf bifurcat iOIl 

from the mixed mode state in a region in the parameter plant' when the daIllpillL?; 

coefficient is in the range 0 < L < 0.824. The Hopf bifurcation corr('sp()nd~ til 

cross-wave modes interchanging energy periodically. To det('rmille the st abili t.Y ()f 

this bifurcation higher (quintic) order terms were includt'd in t he analysis. Till' 

quintic terms come from intenctions with higher order modes and contributiolls 

due to perturbations of damping and detuning. The quintic prohlt'll1 was studied as 

a perturbed Hamiltonian system. The unperturbed systl'lll corn'sponds to tilt' third 



order problem and all orbits are closed. The stability of the orbits under the quintic 

terms was determined in terms of the change in the Hamiltonian around a gin'll 

orbit. The analysis established t.hat for values of the damping coefficient L < 0.-1-1 

the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical (stable) and for L > 0.44 the bifurcation is 

subcritical (unstable). For the values of the damping equal to 0.44 the quintic 

analysis is not conclusive and further investigation is needed. 
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Appendix 

The Quintic Coefficients 

The quintic coefficients in the Landau equations (4.4.6) for the fifth order 

problem are given by 

/301 = ",t 
1 
'" [< "'~' _i(",~",~n. + 21"'012",~n + 2"'i",~n. 

< 0' 0 > 
+ 4 ill I "'~"'in - 2"'~1 "'~"'I + 2"';"'0"'~1 + 2"'~~ "'o"'d >J (.-11) 

/302 = / [< ",~, -i(2"'i",~n. + 4"'1 ",~",:n 
< "'0' "'0 > 
- "'i"'2* + 21"'11 2 "'2) >1 (.-l2) 

( .-l3) 

;311 = / [< "'t. -i("'i"'in• + 21"'11 2"'in + 2",~",:n* 
<"'1,"'1> 
+ 4"'0"';"'5 n 

- 2"'2"';"'0 + 2"'~"'1 "'~' + 2"'2*"'0"'1) >J \ .-l-l) 

1 
:312 = t [< "'t, -i(2"'5"'in

* + -!"'O",;",~n 
<"'1,"'1> 
- "'5"'~~ + 21"'012"'~d >J (.-l5) 

~IJ ( .-lG) 

Rescaling the variables by letting 

(.-llll) 

;:1 
rl = 
~ 

(Xih) 

flHIII 
T= 

Hll 
(XiI' ) 



the scaled quintic coefficients III equation (4. i.I) are 

/301 
e=-""";";'-

IHoolHll 

f = /302 
IHlllHll 

/3031 H lll 
g= 

IHool 2Hli 

h = /311 
IHoolH11 

J I2 1HII I 
) = 

IHool2HII 

~. = 013 

IHldHll 

, HoolHld hoo = -.....:...-~ 
HooH11 

, HOI 
hOI =

HII 

. HII 
h ll =

HII 

HIOIHII 
hlO = -~

IHoolH11 

GG 

(A0) 

(.-UO) 

(All ) 

( AI::!) 

(.-U3) 

(A l-l) 

(.-U.j) 

(.-UG) 

1.-U7) 
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